Contemporary clothing design inspired by the diversity of abstract art styles
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Abstract:
The contemporary art world, trends, and schools with their own aesthetic values may be an important source of creativity in the arts, especially in the field of clothing design and fashion, where it is characterized by the diversity of methods of art, and as a result of variety of styles and movements the abstract school has appeared. The current research aims to identify the abstract school (expressive - Geometric) as vocabularies and variety ways of expressing to discover diverse artistic styles in the work of artists of abstract movement, which was characterized by its unique style and new visions, and employ them in fashion design. Spotlight on a new global art movements (abstract school) interested in studying design and fashion creative visions to become a source for arts students by used Descriptive methodology and Experimental methodology to investigated research hypotheses. The study showed that the diverse artistic styles in the abstract movement characterized by the global vocabulary. The abstract movement focused on building design and diversity with very different styles, from artist to another. Diverse artistic styles of the works of the abstract movement characterized by its unique style and new insights helped achieving innovation and globalization in the field of fashion design. There is rarity of research on the abstract movement in field of fashion design.
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